
Proper tires to give you that fell and 

performance for drifting.

Tires Mounted to Great Looking per-

formance Rims.

DRIFT TIRES
Powerful Brushed Motor.

Lightweight Chassis gives advanced 

performance.

 2.4GHz Radio System

ELECTRONICS AND MOTOR
Aluminum Capped Oil Filled 

Shocks and Adjustable Indepen-

dent Suspension.

Belt Driven 4 - Wheel Drive.

FRAME AND CHASSIS

UNIQUE FEATURES

THUNDER DRIFT 1/10 SCALE
Welcome to a whole new level of drifting with the 4WD belt 

driven, high performance Thunder Drift! Quality drifting

requires precision driving to consistently challenge the line

between control and chaos. A combination of brushed motor and special RC drift tires allow the Thunder Drift to slide effortbetween control and chaos. A combination of brushed motor and special RC drift tires allow the Thunder Drift to slide effort-

lessly around corners, while the high performance belt drive system provides an edge over the typical drifter. Say goodbye to 

gear slop with the high performance belt drive system, which is adjustable for smooth precision operation.A forward and 

reverse ESC allow the Thunder Drift to back out of trouble so drifting domination can continue. A 2.4GHz radio system 

provides reliable control for precision maneuverability. Blue anodized aluminum threaded body oil filled shocks allow the 

driver to quickly adjust ride height and put more tension on a single wheel for precise tuning. Shock dampening can also be driver to quickly adjust ride height and put more tension on a single wheel for precise tuning. Shock dampening can also be 

tuned by adding different weight oils inside the shocks, or by swapping out the pistons.

Radio System            2.4GHz  Radio System

Battery                      7.2V 2000mAh NiMh Battery+Charger

Speed Control           Brushed ESC

Shocks                      Aluminum Body Oil Filled Shocks

Chassis Type           Plastic

Ground Clearance   4.5mm

Wheelbase         260mm

Height              112mm

Width            200mm

Length           360mm

Drive System     Belt Driven 4 Wheel Drive

Transmission     Forward and Reverse

Motor Type         Powerful Brushed 540 Motor

SPECIFICATIONS
ITEM          DETAILS
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